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Our Process and Approach 
As the reality of COVID-19 began to settle in, we noticed a shift in the way advertisers were using 

the Sharethrough exchange. Many of our partners were asking for best practices and trends of 

how other brands were responding so we decided to conduct a full audit and analysis of every 

creative running through the Sharethrough exchange since the start of the pandemic.  

Methodology 
Our team meticulously reviewed all 70,000+ creatives across over 3,000 campaigns that have 

been running since the week of March 9, 2020 when the first brands started updating their 

messaging. We signaled out any creatives with updated messaging relevant to the many impacts 

of COVID-19. Then, we grouped similar messaging strategies to identify key trends.  

Our Findings 
Response is Growing 

Upon reviewing creatives updated for COVID-19, we found that nearly all of them fit into one of 

seven messaging strategies that this report will cover. While the total percentage of campaigns 

that actually updated messaging was in the single digits, we are seeing a consistent 

week-over-week doubling of new coronavirus-related messaging as brands figure out how best 

to respond. This points to a huge opportunity for any brand who hasn’t updated their messaging 

to learn from these trends and quickly finalize their response. 
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Any Response Improves Ad Performance 

Comparing performance for advertisers that had both COVID-related messaging and 

non-updated messaging we found that even the slightest update to messaging greatly improved 

performance for both display and video. This is a vital data point for any advertiser wondering if 

they should just stay the course or make even small tweaks to their ad messaging. 

All Categories Improved Performance but Some More than Others 
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All of the seven messaging strategies we identified improved performance of CTR and/or VCR 

but two of them stood out as the most effective. We will dive into details and examples of each of 

these categories below but keep in mind that simply updating existing assets with empathetic 

headlines and finding ways to add value to people’s disrupted lives through different tips like 

how to save money, ideas on how to entertain kids, recipes and more.   

Focus on Ad Products That Simplify Activation   

Product-wise, many of these strategies relied on the unique nature of Enhanced Ad products - 

component-based ads that allow advertisers to access Sharethrough supply with their 300x250s 

or standard video assets and tailor them with a relevant headline.  

Increased Native Response Backed By Industry Reports 

Not surprisingly, a recent digital ad spend report by yield manager Adomik backed up our finding 

that brands are focusing more attention to native ads than other formats due to the ease, 

efficiency and effectiveness of updating their messaging. 
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The 7 Ways Advertisers are 
Updating Messaging in Response 
to COVID-19 
1. Quickly Updating Their Creative With Empathetic Headlines` 

 
 

The most common trend across all verticals is brands simply updating headlines on existing 

creatives like pre-roll, banner or image assets to quickly and effectively create a more empathetic 

ad message. As easy as it sounds, this category ended up delivering the 2nd highest increase in 

CTR and highest increase in video completion rate. Which goes to show that even small updates 

to make brand messaging more relevant to our pandemic world can go a long way. 

This is especially true in retail where e-commerce is currently the only source of revenue. 

Advertisers like Abercrombie & Fitch are attempting to drive more traffic to their site by using 

existing product images and updating headlines with more sensitive messaging. 

Microsoft Teams took a similar approach by updating an existing video asset with a new end card 

and headline explaining that they are now offering their all-in-one communication hub for free. 
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CPG brands like Head and Shoulders are even making small tweaks to their copy to empathize 

with everyone’s need right now for some TLC. 

 

2. Featuring The Most Relevant Products for Being at Home 

 

Another way retail brands are responding is by curating product pages of items that are 

particularly relevant to quarantine. Dell is focusing not just on laptop sales but also useful 

work-from-home products like headsets and docks. Similarly, Big Lots is aggregating WFH 

products like desk chairs, power strips and computer mice. 

Empathizing with parents who are struggling to balance working from home with raising their kids 

is a trend across all categories and Big Lots is doing that by aggregating the best toys to keep 

kids busy. 

Other retailers like Kohl’s are focusing on tailoring their promoted products to the explosion of 

people working out at home. 
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3. Showcasing Expertise & Helpfulness 

 
 
Many financial institutions like Edward Jones and Merrill Edge are highlighting their history and 
experience with navigating volatile markets through native ads that drive to short blog posts or 
evergreen content with relevant advice on how to approach investing during the economic 
downturn. 
 
Other brands like IBM are showing how their tech expertise can help build solutions to navigate 
these unprecedented times. Specifically, IBM is sharing starter kits to use their open source 
technology in the cloud to build solutions that can provide crisis communication, remote 
education, and community cooperation. 
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4. Sharing Tips to Improve Life at Home 

 

One of the most effective ways brands can show their empathy is to provide tips or advice that 

can improve life at home. Our performance data showed this category had the largest increase in 

CTR performance. 

In addition to promoting the benefits of their meal plan delivery service for kids, Nurture Life is 

also promoting their blog post with tips on how parents can create structure for kids while 

everyone is stuck at home. 

Saving money is a priority for most people right now and even services like PG&E are focusing 

their message on how to save money on bills their own customers pay them. 

TaxAct is helping taxpayers make sense of what the extended tax deadline means for them with 

a simple message that you shouldn’t wait to file taxes because you can get your refund right 

away. 

In addition to increases in topline metrics like CTR, all of these approaches help build consumer 

trust with their brand, while increasing awareness and consideration. 
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5. Reminding Customers That Their Business is Open and Ready to Help 

 

With many businesses unfortunately closed for quarantine, those that are open are making sure 

their customers know by adjusting their native headlines. The Home Depot did this fast and 

efficiently by taking advantage of Sharethrough’s Enhanced Banners which allows them to 

access Sharethrough's supply using their standard 300x250’s as the creative and a headline to 

improve comprehension. 

We’re even starting to see some travel brands inch into this category with brands like Southwest 

announcing they will be ready for summer travel with cut-rate deals. 

Edward Jones and Toyota are making sure its customers know at least parts of their business are 

open by promoting their virtual investment offices and Toyota Service Centers, respectively. 
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6. Sharing Interesting Ways Customers Are Using Their Products 

 

Authenticity is key to effective advertising and nothing is more authentic than real stories of how 

people are using your brand to adapt to quarantine life. Hinge is distributing organic stories about 

how people are virtual dating with Hinge and Zoom.  

The Container Store is sharing blogger stories of how they’re using their extra time at home to 

organize using Container Store products. 
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7. Promoting Corporate Social Responsibility Initiatives 

 

Brands with enough resources are finding ways to give back. Miller Lite is running a video on 

social and through Sharethrough promoting their initiative to help unemployed waiters and 

bartenders by donating $1,000,000 to virtual-tips.org. While TaxAct is donating meals through 

Feeding America. 

Restaurants like McDonald’s that are open during the pandemic are sharing positive news stories 

about how they’re giving back through donations and supporting frontline workers. 

The Bottom Line: A Focus on 
Empathy 
The theme across all these trends is brands finding ways to empathize with their customers. 

Empathy also applies to ad types like native and social that are less intrusive to the user 

experience than pre-roll, interstitials or banners.  This focus on empathy combined with the ease 

of updating creative messaging through headlines (that people actually read) is why many brands 

are focusing on native ads during this crisis.  

For more details on these trends or to get a campaign started with Sharethrough contact your 

Sharethrough representative or email me directly at frank@sharethrough.com 
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About Sharethrough 
Sharethrough is the leader in a new breed of exchanges that auto-enhance every standard 

impression by rendering a higher-performing and better looking ad in any placement on any site. 

Our technology enables advertisers to achieve substantial campaign performance improvements 

using the same standard video and display creative and the same buying workflow they use with 

standard exchanges. Sharethrough powers more than 150 billion monthly impressions across 

more than 1,500 sites and is integrated with more than 30 of the world's largest demand side 

platforms. Founded in San Francisco in 2008, Sharethrough’s foundational premise is that quality 

advertising for advertisers, publishers and consumers can be achieved and scaled. Sharethrough 

is funded by North Bridge Venture Partners, British Sky Broadcasting as well as Silicon Valley 

notables including Mike Maples, Ron Conway, Steve Blank, Eric Ries, and Dave McClure. 
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